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More adventurous programming as 
Radio-1 drops '40' playlist format 

iii3 it fSI, 
RADlO-l's DECISION TO .drop its "Over exposure which turns people will be home from school and work. Featured 40 playlist from September 1 off records can be just as big a problem One BBC advantage gained by tl could be good news for Britain's record as lack of airplay," commented Phono- Featured 40 will be lost. With nocenu companies anxious,to see a wider range gram promotions manager Annie Chal- committee deciding which records ar ON THE left, Genesis (Phil Collins, of product given national exposure. lis. "Records that are really good will be be aired, promotion staffs will be faced 

the centre manager Tony Smith.''On Radio8! chief Derek Chinnery last week anyway^nd^h^ pr^ucers a^d E^jTare and tomnew thei^effom^c^wed^tw 

pl^we^rresented. and 80ld H"*6 ovemH^coltes.on ^ thTdaSrt^Tft/ip b^™tlingraTr 'behTr^Pagc ^"ne^r 
Parkinson exits HCESEB 

CBS axes singles force 

tour Records. In 1975 he was appointed for eight of the sales force. The other deputy managing director of Polydor, four have been shifted over to the main - - " ,rd Opera- sales team, bringing its overall strength up to 30 from 26. 

ie being responsibility 

Settlement over 
Sabbath album 

A COMPILATION ALBUM FEATURING 
PROWLERXEROGRYER 

COLIN TOWNS- MAY WEST 
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Indie dealer 
group goes for 
central buying 
THE BREAKAWAY association of independent dealers intends to establ- ish its own central buying consortium at a meeting in Coventry on August 17. Discussions are still taking place with record companies, but it is hoped that retaili    

BPI proposals for video 
royalty rates revealed 

Association - has finally issued its alter- native proposals to the MRS rates for royalties on music video programmes. In financial terms, the BVA's sugges- tions do not differ greatly from those put forward in April by the MRS. However instead of being calculated as a percen- 
royalty t The BVA is proposing that copyright 

JOHN CLEESE controls his excit ment as he is presented with a silvi will1 he ah I e "si f. r ^1 v d'sc: by Island Records for the Seer Improve'their discounts bv ordering PicWre^ wi,h 1386 of thu retail P"CC' in bulk with the dealer association hun are (left) Martin Lewis, prod-cer. ,    which will be registered as a limited a.nd P^er Walker, Amnesty In. company being invoiced directly. tional un raiser. The association will also be offi- cially formed at the August meeting, to be held at the Eurocrest Hotel. The name currently being suggested by founding member Philip Ames is Brit- ish Independent Record Dealers   (BIRD). THE FIRST round in the BPI's cam- full trial - which is not expected In addition to pressing for abolition paign to close down the record lending place for at least six months. 

'Rent-a-disc' scheme 
lands Ames in High Court 

video programme. The MRS suggested a sliding scale based on a maximum royalty of nine percent of retail price, with various packaging allowances built 
The MRS rate card was rejected by record companies, and the new BVA proposals are now due to be discussed at the inaugural meeting of the Association to be held in London on August 13. In 

Ron White, managing director of EMI Music and a member of the MRS council said last week that it was too early to comment on the BVA proposals. They are due to be discussed at the next MRS council meeting on September 1. For the time being the BVA is t " 

of practice which would ban such Records, claims that Ames' scheme things as parallel imports. amounts to an authorisation to home- Ames told RB: "Any retailer tape copyright material, and is seeking interested in joining the association is an injunction to outlaw the lending welcome at the meeting, but we would operation and to obtain damages, prefer dealers of stature with turn- The application for overs of over £250,000 a year." against Ames will 
Reversionary rights issue 
settled by House of Lords 

hen they were hired out and what money was received from the rentals. Ames, who is contesting the BPI action, launched record lending lib- raries in his Blackburn and Burnley branches in June on an experimental be heard until the basis. The BPI has not yet decided whether to take legal action against Disc Discounts in Bicester which introduced a record library in July. 

> expected to report on the progress of negotiations with the Musican's Union over a blanket agreement on video royalty rates. Oberstein commented: "With the wealth of experience we have already amassed it is our intention to firmly establish the BVA as the primary organisation in this country represent- ing video companies." 

A HOUSE Of Lords ruling has brought 
by Redwood Music from the dead composers and lyric Under the ruling, songs with words 
legally revert to the estate nal copyright holders 25 y death - the so-called 'reversionary right'. The effect of the four-to-one decision 

likely to be a loss of many hundreds of i end the eight-year legal wrangle thousands of pounds to British music copyright of 50,000 songs bought publishers. But Redwood Music, of formed spiecially by Carlin Music presi- dent Freddie Beinstock to fight the issue in the British Courts on behalf of surviv- by another ing families and estates of the writers of of the origi- songs like 'April Showers', 'Oh You after their Beautiful Doll'and'If You Knew Suzie', is likely to gain large sums in both back- dated and future royalties. The case originally arose when Miriam Stern, former president of the American Guild of Authors and com- posers formed 

Brian Berg 
joins Hutton 

Armed raider 
robs megastore A MAN armed with a sawn-off shotgun stole £8,000 in cash from Virgin's Oxford Street megastore last Saturday, despite an attempt to disarm him by manager John Bow- 

A half hour before closing time, the man entered an office at the back of the store where staff were cashing up the day's takings, and ordered them to lie face down. Bowers entered the r the n 
money. Steve Mandy, Virgin's retail managing director, said: "Staff are insuueted to co-operate with someone who is armed, so it was very brave of John Bowers to have a go, and luckily he wasn't hurt." 

of 177 dead authors involving 'yfi" 's sorted 30,000-40,000 songs. ——— But a royalty sharing scheme put for- ward by the agency had not been accepted by music publishers so Red- SPORTING A: wood Music was formed to start legal 

• LORDS RULING (cont). It is difficult to estimate the financial and practical effects of the decision oi British publishers, but a joint statemen issued by EMI Music and Chappell BRIAN BERG, formerly genera expressed disappointment at the rejec- ager commercial development with tion of the appeal and concern at the special responsibility for TV pack- considerable complexity of the law of ages, has joined the Hutton advertis- reversionary rights the decision pro- ing company as client services direc- duces. tor. Berg spent four years with EMI. At In addition, EMI Music chief Ron Hutton he will be involved with the full White is concerned that the decision range of the companys business, but might rebound on the heirs of the com- his closest contact is likely to be with posers it was intended to help. A lot of the Arista-Ariola account and assisting songs could vanish from circulation Denis Knowles in the operation of the while the differential between music and Tellydisc direct mail record operation, jointly owned by Hutton and Ariola. 
Club tie-in label launched price of £3.75 going right down to £2.99 in some lest acuons. cases, 101 Records has been launched to The Law Lords dismissed appeals by showcase new rock acts linked with publishers Francis Day and Hunter and London's 101 Club, with Chappell against an Appeal Court ruling marketing and distributi in Redwood's favour. The ruling will Polydor. apply only to grants of copyright made before June 1957 when the 1911 Copyright Act was repealed and replaced by a new act. A Redwood lawyer said after the case; ing should be of great benefit 

There will follow a schedule of ten albums under the collective title Line At 101, each featuring a single band recorded at the club, iwide All the LPs will have a tabloid news- rough paper sleeve design format with a con- sumer competition printed on the cover. Headed by Frank Sansom, the label Prizes for the first contest include a 

thecs 

plans to operate on a fast recording turn-round with a maximum of six weeks between recording and release 
The first release will be a 12-track rs of songwriters, but it also has studio LP called Band Its At Ten ride ramifications for books and all copyright works and will apply in other 

make 'more favourable term rights which would Other' stayed with their original publishers." 

O'Clock (Polydor 2384116) featuring one song each from up-and-coming now bands like The Piranhas, Holly and the copy Italians, Wasted Youth, The Hitmen, have and the Thompson Twins. It is released September 5 in a limited edition. 

valkabout c recorded cassettes and life membership of the 101 Club. Said Sansom; "Once kids see a band they like, they want to buy a record immediately and not have to wait five months for a release. We aim to provide those kids with immediate records." To coincide with the label launch, the 101 Club is staging a special week of dates for bands featured on the first 
RECORD BUSINESS August 4 1980 



muninci 
FURTHER TO the future relationship of EMI and Motown, mentioned here last week, the word is that the American label is prepared to renegotiate its UK deal, a year in front, as part of a new agreement for the whole of Europe. The Eurofigure being sought on the Motown side is reportedly 25 million dollars. The amount being offered on the EMI side is, apparently, 9 million dollars - slightly less than the company is paying for its existing UK deal. All rather intriguing bearing in mind that Ken East, EMI's chief operating officer, last time round was negotiating for the other side ... a sign of the times - one unfortunate manufacturer recently was faced with taking back something in excess of one million pieces from a de-stocking High Street multiple ... the discount battle between Andy's Records and the new Our Price shop in Cambridge which showed signs of attracting coach parties of punters, has been won - if that is the right word - by the local lad. Our Price has settled at £1.60 off its top 30 LPs, with Andy's sticking by its never-knowingly-undersold pledge, by adding a further lOp. Meanwhile, Harlequin's Cranbourne St, Wl, branch becomes first casualty of the Our Price takeover... MUCH INTEREST, and not a little trepidation, being shown in Granada TV's forthcoming World In Action look at the record industry - which may ruffle a few 
THE DEPRESSING Summer (sales and weatherwise) took a turn for the better with Charisma's tenth anniversary bash for Genesis at chairman Tony Stratton Smith's elegant Oxfordshire home. The occasion was blessed by the fine weather it deserved, although perhaps not the attendance it anticipated, and the guests enjoyed barbeque, steel band, limbo dancing and fireworks, while Genesis received platinum discs for the Duke album. It's nice to know that there is still a place for such occasions in the midst of all the surrounding austerity . . . less fortunate, of course, was the first open air show at the Milton Keynes Bowl where many fans resembled New Guinea mud warriors, but obviously reckoned the high quality of the music from Squeeze, UB40 and Police made it all worthwilc. Given a bit of decent weather, the site would have been perfect, and if the open-air shows have a future, then so docs Milton Keynes.. .Spartan continues in its expansionist mood with introduction of a computer to handle stock control and accounting imminent, and other impressive plans in the pipeline .. .and talking of major projects, Stan Blackburn who runs the Monarch label, reckons he has a cheme of cosmic importance which will astound an unsuspecting world when he tells all in a few weeks' time .. . RON WHITE, EMI Music Publishing supremo, refutes Young Blood's claim to be the first company to use sleeves as an advertising medium. He recalls that in 1965, EMI distributed 10 million singles bags carrying advertising for hair dryers, toasters, cosmetics etc, which Af w/Iings recalls didn't meet with the overwhelming approval of the traditional dealers at the time. "When I was a young man, I always told there was nothing new in the world of marketing and I think this is proved," White muses . . . Island pressguy Rob Partridge debuts as a s designer with Burning Spear's Living Dub album . . . the launch of Heavy Metal Weekly, planned for the Autumn by Walsh and Thompson, has been postponed becauseof'uncertainty and recession in the record industry" . . . after four years with CBS, Simon Frodsham crosses over to WEA to handle press for American repertoire . . . DESPITE EXTENSIVE cutback on its wholesale operation, Bonapartes, now based in Kings Cross, will soon be launching a second label . . . EMI marketing director Peter Buckleigh points out that there was only widespread apprehension (not apathy) about going along with the Big Time TV show on Sheena Easton. Once a&r chief Brian Shepherd expressed his enthusiasm for the artist, then all concerned were all keen. . .the on-going sporting rivalry between RB and Stiff continues next week when them and us engage in a game of cricket in deepest Colindale for a barrel of Theakstons.. .Marilyn Worsley from the MCPS takes over as secretary of BASCA, the songwriters' association, from Bill Cochran who is returning to music publishing... 
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taottactarts. 
Already playlisted and receiving 

extensive airplay 'Roller Jubilee' by A1 Di Meola 
has the makings of a real winner. Make sure 
you're quick off the mark and order your copies 

B|-of what promises to be ■I a hit single-NOW! 

- 

Di Meola •Roller Jubilee' CBS 8803 taken from his album "Spendido Hotel' 
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Push for eight-album Presley package 
ICA RECORDS is planning a major £35 and contains previously unrelcased RCA is also making more than 40 narketing push for an eight-album Elvis material as well as a book of photographs Presley back catalogue albums available 'resley package - called Ehns Arou Pre- and explanatory notes. It will be pack- to the trade with the offer of an extra 20 hy - set for August release to coincide aged by substantial national press adver- percent margin, effectively bringing rith the third anniversary of the singer's tising and a special promotional tie-in down the retail price down to £3.99 if leath and the 25th anniversary of his with the Sun is planned for the week dealers desire. A free Elvis poster will be igning to RCA in 1955. leading up to August 16. supplied with each discount album. The package is due to retail at around 

festival appearances and a major tour in the Autumn. DESMOND DEKKER'S new Black And Dekker LP on Stiff Records comes in for a wide-ranging promotion cam- paign this week. The fust 10,000 copies of the album will retail at £3.99 instead of the more usual £4.99 price tag while an Our Price Records consumer competition is being mounted in which the winning buyer of the album will receive a Dal- mation puppy. A single 'Please Don't Bend' is out to coincide. 

Polydor brings 
yack its catalogue 
iiscount scheme 
OLYDOR HAS re-introduced its imited edition' back catalogue dis- ount scheme and extended the range f titles available. Originally launched earlier this year dth 30 albums on the list, it makes a ome-back this month with a total of 45 •Ps on the new roster by artists like "he Jam, Who, BeeGees, James Last nd Rainbow available to dealers at 2.28 excluding VAT against the nor- tal price of £3 (Super) and £3.25 Deluxe). The offer does not apply to tape and hould be ordered on a special form tailed to the trade two weeks ago. It tays open until the limited pressing un is exhausted. 

Merchandising 
O-Tips (CHR 1255) album, scheduled for release on August 15.1 twill feature adver- tising slots on Capital Radio, up to 300 tvindow displays and advertising space in NME, MM, Sounds, Record Mirror and NMN. 
THE BEAT'S new double 'A' sided single 'Best Friend' c/w 'Stand Down Margaret' - re-mix dub version of the album cut with extra toasting - is being issued in a four-colour picture bag and is supported by consumer press adver- tising, posters and dealer mail-outs. 
THE FIRST 15,000 buyers of Gillan's first album for Virgin — Glory Road (V2/7I)- will receive an extra LP entitled For Gillan Fans Only which contains material previously unavailable in this country. The album is out on August 8. The LP release is prefaced by a single 'No Easy Way' and is followed by major 
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The new tasty album from 
Phillip Goodhand-lhit 

1NCUJDES THE SINGLE 'FLY ME TO THE SUN' GUNS2 
* 

D1STRIBITED BV SPARTAN RECORDS 

Deals 
NORTHERN ROCK band Dedringer has been signed to Dindisc. The first single "Sunday Drivers' (DIN 10) was released on Friday and work will begin on the debut album during the Autumn. HEATH-LEVY has concluded a three year publishing deal with Fried Egg Records. The agreement covers the entire Fried Egg catalogue, which features such as The Fans, The Stingrays and Electric Guitars. CHIPS RECORDS, the label offshoot of ATV Music, will be issuing singles on behalf of two new labels. Fire Exit Records formed by songwriter Brian Wade is putting out 'Accident' (LOCK 1) by The Viewers this week and MAP Records ofCoventry debuts on August 22 with 'Shuffle Shuffle' (MAP 1) by The Army. ARMAGEDDON RECORDS, cur- rently in the RB Indie Charts with The Soft Boys, has concluded a distribution deal with Spartan Records. STAR MUSIC has signed its first artist - Ian Kenny and his bandGBH, will be recording its debut single titled 'Eye To Eye' later this month for Star Records. 

SIGNING IN unison: RCA Records finalises a worldwide contract with Chris Neil Production and manage- ment company D&J Arlon, which rep- resents such as Sharon Campbell, Leeson & Vale, Tony Kishman and Kevin Lynes. Pictured left to right are: Mick Leeson, Chris Neil, Sharon Campbell, Dcke Arlon, Peter Vale, JackCraigo, RCA managing director, and Kevin Lynes. 

BARBARA DICKSON is presented with gold discs for sales of her LP The Barbara Dickson Album. Pictured left to right: Bernard Theobald, Dickson's manager, John Mair, CBS sales direc- tor, Barbara Dickson and Muff Win- wood, CBS UK a&r director. 

Ins & Outs 
PHIL SHARP has been appointed professional manager UK Product at EMI Music Publishing, following the transfer of Dave Ambrose to the EMI Records a&r team. The company has also decided to reintroduce a song plugger and has appointed Bob Clif- ford, an experienced musician who plans to demonstrate his songs at the 
GARRY BLACKBURN has been appointed promotions manager for the recently fanned label Badge Records. He was previously withjohnathan King's UK 

Letters 

RRP problems 
for a mail- 
order dealer 
I AM in full agreement with Martin Anscombe (Observation Post July 14) ami his comments on RRP and Music Master. Our business is mail order and without RRP orSRP we cannot operate a simple-to-understand system of 20 percent off, our line since we started discount selling in the Gramophone in 1964. Abolition of RRP simply adds to our existing problems like unintelligible box-set numbers. In truth, the companies are passing the buck. They are scared, in the present recession, to put their prices up openly. The dealer either pegs his prices at a reduced margin, or puts his prices up and loses his customers to a competitor who doesn't. Our experience with Music Master is similar to Martin Anscombe's— no reply to letters, undeleted records shown as deleted and vice-versa. We also miss the monthly 
Asa postscript, I regularly se. to the Gramophone classical catalogue. It is amazing how many errors dealers can spot. I try to put them right, more for self-preservation than anything so that future customers won't order the wrong records again. R. Smart, Crotchet & Co, Church Stretton, Salop. 
RECORD BUSINESS August 4 1980 



"How do you 
make Mondays 
feel like 

Simple — take out a subscription to RECORD BUSINESS. It's the paper that starts the week right. First with the news, fastest with those vital new chart entries, the early-warning Airplay Guide to the future best- sellers, and exhaustive with the new release listings. It only costs a bargain £24 for a year's subscription, copies delivered first class through the letterbox. You can't afford to be without it! RECORD BUSINESS cures those Monday morning blues. 
1ft 

Sole distribution by STAGE ONE (Records) Ltd. Parshire House 2 Kings Road HASLEMERE Surrey GU272QA Tel: Haslemere (0428) 53953 (5 lines) Telex: 858226 
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Panic stations? Or the iceberg averted? 
■A PREDICTION made by WEA md (John Fruin at the time of recent staff ; cutbacks that the UK record market . would decline to 50 percent of its 1979 ] figure over the next 18 months has 3 found little favour among industry s executives and observers. In general, it was felt that Fruin's ■ estimate of a £200 million retail market i was rather too pessimistic even in the 1 light of a serious decline in business in : the first quarter of 1980 when total i manufacmrer sales of £51.7 million I were running 25 percent short of main- : taining business at comparable level to I the first quarter of 1979. It is not antici- I pated that the April-June figures will be : any less bleak. At the worst, it was believed that the total decline would not be greater than 30 percent, after which there was a chance of business showing signs of growth once again. Statisticians tend not to use the more volatile singles market as a guide to future developments, and to look with more confidence at the pat- terns established by album sales. The annual volume of unit deliveries in March 1979 was equivalent to 85.4 mil- lion units. Twelve months later this had declined to an annual rate of 72.3 mil- lion. If as anticipated, sales will continue to drop until the end of the year, perhaps by as much as another 14 million units, this would mean a market decline of around 30 percent, assuming that neither singles nor cassettes are seriously affected. "I think John Fruin is budgeting for a bonus," commented 

Bill Martin, who runs Leisure Con- sultants, a subsidiary of the Henley Centre For Forecasting, which continu- ally surveys the whole leisure market, was slightly more optimistic. He put the reduction in business at no more than 20 percent "even taking a pretty gloomy view". If there was no increase in vol- ume, he put the retail value of the 1980 market at current prices as being about £300 million. He predicted that 1981 would be "a pretty lousy year" but the worst would have gone past. Ramon Lopez, md of PolyGram Record Operations, felt that some real 

WEA CHIEF John Fruin is gloomy for the immediate future of the UK record market. BRIAN MULLIGAN discovers that although factors like parallel imports and the fluctuating strength of the pound give cause for uncertainty, many key industry and retail executives are by no means as pessimistic. 
gain in the level of business should be of records sold to the public might be no evident by the end of next year which less than in 1979. would otherwise be on a level similar to "I would say there was cause for this year. With UK manufacturers hav- concern but no need topanic. We believe ing little option but to maintain exist- itisourresponsibilitytogooulandhustle ing prices, there was the possibility of for business." higher prices in Europe making parallel imports less attractive. He also said that if the government's economic strategy worked, the results would show them- selves in more buoyant leisure spending towards the end of 1981. Bill Judd, EMI's business planning manager, said his assessment of the rest of 1980 was for the strong £ continuing to make parallel imports attractive resulting in the moving annual total of UK trade deliveries of LPs continuing to decline, but perhaps not as fast as the BPI had suggested. He foresaw an annual figure of 65 million LPs, with pre-recorded tapes holding steady at about 24 million units, but lack of really saleable repertoire having an effect on the previously lively singles market. But everybody spoken to by RB admitted that their forecasting could turn out to be inaccurate. "I might be completely wrong," said Martin. "It is a crazy industry to try to forecast." Looking at future prospects from a retail viewpoint, Ian Gray, marketing director of the HMV chain, came closest to supporting Fruin's bleak sales predic- 

"Based on the figures and forecasts currently available, it looks as though the market will have declined by 40 percent by the end of the yearfromits 1978 peak. It is really only matter of artistic licence how you interpret the figures and how you view general economic trends," said Gray. Gray pointed out that BMRB research had disclosed a growth of imports and a general de-stocking by retailers looking to minimise their stock risk. It was possible, nevertheless, that the number 

gin's turnover has actually increased and we arc running only about 11 percent below last year. As small dealers go out of business, we will increase our share of the market that is left," he said. The last word belongs to Fruin him- self. He admitted that in making his doomy prediction he had been budgeting for "the ultimate bottom" so far as the new structure of WEA was concerned. "I ill be delighted to beproved wrong," he 
Fruin explained tl ts referring 
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VIDEO MEANZ 
POUND! 
Stock video topes in your shop and watch your sales rocket!!! 

We can supply you with tapes from most major manufacturers and you can buy them from us at unbeat able prices. Sales and Rental pack, Exchange plan, and all you need to make it a success, for a small investment. 
CASH & CARRY OR 48 HR DELIVERY rrr ft 1 Send (or a catalogue or call c CARNABY VIDEO (Wholesale) CAHHABY 26 Carnaby Street 1 (Near Oxford Circ- Tel. 01-734 4981. 

mm xt 18 months. LOPEZ: a 
Gray estimated that trade would decline in excess of 10 percent, on the first quarter of 1980 which showed a 25 percent dip on 1979, but less than 20 percent. "The summer slump is prob- ably not worse than last year although there were stronger releases on the mar- ket." Steve Mandy, md of Virgin retail, was more bullish about prospects than Gray, although he felt that times could be hard for independent dealers. 
"During the last three months, Vir- 

to deliveries from UK manufacturers I the shops. "What is selling out of tl shops will not be as low as I prophesied, he admitted. While the pound sterlir remained strong, he felt that there woul be no decline in the serious level ' parallel imports for the next 18 month This would continue tohurt theoutputi UK companies like WEA. Retailers don't have the same prol Icitis to face as manufacturers, and I don think people have studied closely enoug how EEC imports could affect our bus 
6 RECORD BUSINESS August 4 1980 
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Two mistakes that laid a label low 
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Industry problems: a 
lack of communication 
THAT A&R men had little idea what the 'hoax' records submitted to them came as little surprise to many of used to the strange behaviour of record companies, s small wonder that editors try to encourage those dealers that bother to put their thoughts in writing to be less complaining and more constructive in their outlooks. The problem for the retailing penman that there is an awful lot to complain about, while constructive criticism more often than not goes ignored or gets shrugged off as sour grapes. As demonstrated by the 'great record hoax' and, even, by the Sheena Easton TV programme (with the notable excep- of the production fellow), the top end of the industry seems to be full of odd people who don't know, and don't appear to want to know, what is going on at the retail end of the business, or what it is the public wants. Of course there is a market for the likes of Dead Kennedys' 'Holiday In Cambodia' and Brendan Shine's 'Catch Me If You Can', to mention two indie small labels. 

The company has the extraordinary habit of putting X's all over advice notes. That means - 'out of stock, re- order'. Even MSD can't explain seven week's worth of X's by CBS on Boxcar Willie orders. Thank goodness for some efficient indie wholesalers. CBS has another strange habit with advice notes - this is the 'N/R' (new release) syndrome. Be sure, most of the new releases turn up a day or two later in separate boxes, not infrequently one single at a time - darned expensive way of doing things. Still, CBS did manage to get my June statement out two days before three of the relevant invoices which then arrived in the individual first class postage envelopes. A few simple sums suggest that if this sort of thing is being dupli- cated around the country, then CBS is probably wasting £250,000 per year on postage. No, record companies, your hard luck stories and dealer margin adjust- ments aren't too convincing. 
MARTIN ANSCOMBE 

Observation 
Post 

But there simply isn't a worthwhile market now for the majority of the 140 singles thrown onto the release lists every week. And who is paying for all these mistakes? Not just the record companies. The dealers and punters 
Some pundits think the record industry is now insane. Perhaps, but seeing some of the excuses given by a&r men over the 'hoax', the current prob- lems must be due to a lack of control and supervision in the higher echelons of the industry and a lack of communication in the pyramid from dealer to top man- agement. So let's try and be constructive. Here are one or two examples of simple things that waste money or bring the industry into disrespect with the public. For weeks now some ten percent of my EMI orders have had the 'new release extended' or 'out stock - extended' treatment. Surely, it would be better, and more cost-effective to withhold a release date until it's known that initial demand can be supplied - otherwise all that trade advertising is a waste of time and money. Why did so many of us have to wait ten days for the Rolling Stones album and single? The chart oudets obviously had them as they both charted from release date. "Volume orders" may be the retort, but a lot of despondent cus- tomers not lucky enough to live near a chart shop get a bad impression. Then there was that confusion about the catalogue number and release date for Queen's LP. 1 I've never been able to fathom CBS. 

■F-JZ&I 

SHEENA EASTON, the singer launched by the BBC-TV series The Big Time, visits The Record and Tape Centre in Croydon on a tour of South London record shops to promote her new EMI single '9 to 5' (EMI 5066). Pictured with her (left to right) are Dave Fleming, EMI merchandising team, Charles Webster, EMI product manager, and Steve Williams, man- ager of the shop. 

TV GUIDE 
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Eiton John GRANADA HBOHEATTEST TRIDENTnaVOU 

new single 
SHE'S GONNA BREAK 
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Radio-1: credibility & adventure 
PART OF Radio-l's new September programming is the scrapping of its Featured 40 and additional list. Control- ler Derek Chinnery is concerned that the eight-year policy is misunderstood. References and "snide comments" have been made about the station's 'playlist' which Chinnery maintains it never has been. "If a system is widely misunder- stood and tabbed 'restrictive practice', then the best thing to do is abandon it entirely," he says. This decision will not affect prog- ramme output radically, but it will encourage producers to be more adven- turous. "Radio stations need an injec- 

of fresh thinking to bolster enthusiasm. All the evidence in recent months points to an increased amount of credibility for Radio-1 with young people," says Chinnery. By placing more responsibility on producers and DJs to rpogramme the right material, especially in view of the wealth emanating weekly from independent labels, Chinnery appears to be making a substantial effort to increase the station's kudos in areas commercial radio will find it impossible to match. ILR has neither the staff nor the editor- ial freedom to do anything but let Radio-1 lead the field in contemporary music. Its accountability to advertisers 

ILR school will take 400 
FOUR TOP appointments have been made to the Broadcast Training School, the ILR training centre funded through Capital Radio's IBA secondary rental payments and headed by Michael Bukht, formerly the station's prog- ramme controller. The journalism side of the operation is to be headed by Keith Belcher, news controller of LBC/IRN. Currently recovering from a serious road accident, LBC has seconded him to the school for 

Neil Spence has been appointed senior tutor. Spence was known as DJ Dave Dennis on the off-shore station Radio London. He then set up and ran the United Biscuits Network, broad- casting 24 hours a day to factory work- ers, which spawned many presenters into ILR before its demise last year. He also spent some time as programme controller of Radio Trent. "He has enormous talent for picking talent," says Bukht. Chief engineer is Brian Tilcock, cur- rently chief engineer with the British Council Training Centre, he has been a lecturer at the BBC Engineering Train- ing Centre at Evesham and has worked widely in radio and television. He set up and ran the Local Radio Training 
G9 

School for BBC Engineering. Also appointed is a head of overseas and community training. He is Keith Yeomans, previously senior producer at Radio London where he was responsible for developing a range of community programme training both for radio peo- ple and for various organisations wish- ing to use radio. An acknowledged expert in this field, he has also taught abroad for the British Council and 
Bukht has included the training of a small number of overseas students because there is huge demand for Brit- ish broadcasting training. Yeomans will couple this responsibility with that of community groups and organisations such as the Police, Area Health Authorities, Citizens Advice Bureaus and individuals "who want to make more use of the medium but are unsure as to how to go about it," explains Bukht. The school will be based in London's Greek Street although courses will also be available regionally. With start-up costs of about £200,000-£300,000 the school will accommodate roughly 400 full-time studens a year plus evening andpart- timecourses. Its "major strand" will be devoted to training around 200 people already in ILR. Programming, journalism, engineering, operations, sales and administration courses will be run for beginners as well as refresher/ development training courses open to those presently in the industry, to be sponsored by stations. There will also be a range of courses for school and univer- sity leavers to enable them to get jobs "on the ground floor" in ILR. Bukht is currently negotiating with the Charity Commission to whom he has applied to register the school as a char- ity. It is an entirely non-profit-making organisation with an independent board of governors representing radio stations, the Department of Education and Sci- ence, the IBA, trade unions and so on. Bukht believes this will form a solid base to service the industry. "Radiois so powerful," he says, "and it's going to be even more powerful in 25 years' time. It's'vitally imporunt that people in radio do their jobs properly and equally important for those who use the medium to understand." 

has lead the stations away from ILR's promise of seven years ago to prog- ramme music progressively. Record companies may still resort to the "wailing wall" to learn what is being played. Programme details will be dis- played there three or four days in advance. Chinnery believes that people in the industry don't make enough time to listen to the radio to find out whether or not their product is getting airplay. Significantly, Radio-1 will be encouraging people to stay tuned to the station from September by introducing its own news service which will be totally flexible and further sever links with Radio-2. The resources of News- beat will be deployed to cover all the weekday news summaries. Important news bulletins will be inserted into programming as the need arises. News- beat itself remains fixed at 12.30am and 5.30pm, while Peter Mayne, Richard Skinner, Andrew Turner, John Andrew and Frank Palridge will be heard reg- 
Peter Powell takes over the Monday to Friday afternoon show and Any Peebles moves to a new time of 10.30ara-12.30pm. DLT retains the breakfast show, and Simon Bates gets one Golden Hour from 9.30-10.30am and another at 2.30pm fol- lowing Paul Burnett. Mike Read and John Peel remain at 7.30pm and 10pm Monday 

nnoio 

mtm 

to Thursday, Fridays featuring Anne Nightingale and Tommy Vance. Adrian Love is set to host shows three nights a week: Tuesday's Talkaboul, Wednesday's Moi/Aog with Anne Night- ingale and Friday's Roundtable review of the week's new releases. He also hosts a Sunday afternoon show, B15, a magazine/phone-in for young people. Mondays, 6.30-7.30pm, features Stayin' Alive with Andy Peebles, 'Doc' Alan Maryon-Davis and Alison Rice reporting. Thursdays see repeats of Sunday's 25 Yean of Rock. Weekends see Steve Wright, Adrian Juste, Jonathan King (from America) and Paul Gambaccini with their own shows on Saturdays, plus Tony Black- burn's Junior Choice, Playground and Rock on Saturday. Sundays feature Junior Choice, Noel Edmonds' Jimmy Savile, Tony Blackburn with the Top 40 at its usual time, and 25 Yean of Rock and 

Rockshow Report 

3 THERE & BACK Chrysalis CHR 1296 
Epic EPC 83288 

Epic PI 
Jllegal ILP 007 
Slitt SEEZ 23 

Charisma CDS 4019 GEM GEMLP 108 _    ANYPLACE, ANY- WHERE Rosshgton Collins Band MCA MCG 4011 

7 THE UP ESCALATOR Graham Pariier 8 PETER GABRIEL 
9 HEAD 

BIG NEWS this week seems to be Duffo. Seems the PVK artiste has been winning friends and influencing people around the country by giving interviews and playing tracks from his new album Disappearing Boy. Plymouth Sound's Ian Calvert says "Duffo on PVK is one of the world's most unbe- lievable people. Had an interview on Wednesday 23rd - of the best yet. PS. The Industry needs this guy." Duffo also picked up adds at CBC where he did a feature/interview/phone-in and at Swansea Sound. Graham Neal at Nottingham included a list of import albums he's been playing complete with personal ratings. The list includes: Goddo's An Act of Goddo (super); Axe's Living on the Edge (good); Hounds' Putting on the Dog (good); Streetheart's Under Heaven, Over Hell (good). Quicksand Shoes (fair), and Trillion's Clear 

4 WHERE ARE ALL THE NICE 
Any Trouble StiH SEEZ 25 5 THE SHAPE OF FINNS TO COME Varous Cherry Red ARED 8 

Joy Division Factory F/ 8 CROCODILES 

Approach (brilliant). As for product on this side of the Atlantic he says "Watch out for Dawn Trader." Gillan has been making the pre- album release rounds to a couple of stations around the country. Malcolm Herdman at Metro featured a special programme with Ian Gillan talking about Deep Purple & Gillan; and Bill Padley at Victory did much the same but with the added twist of an open line so listeners could phone in and ask Ian questions. Robin Valk at BRMB featured ses- sions by the Naturals, the Italians, Iganda and Savage "with a whole bunch to come!" He also furthers recent comments on Arlen Roth's ffot Pickups LP by saying "I'm getting calls from frustrated guitar freaks who can't buy the album in town . . . maybe Sonet should beef up their distribution some ..." PAT THOMAS 
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YOUNG BLOOD RECORDS 
WELCOMES 

HOYT AXTON AND HIS MOTHER MAE AXTON 
& HIS BAND TO ENGLAND 

Appearing at: The Venue, London — August 9th 
Portsmouth Country Music Festival — August 10th 

OUT NOW: 
HOYT'S LATEST LP 

"A RUSTY OLD HALO" (YBLP800) ALSO AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE (YBC 800) 

li INCLUDES HITSINGLE: 
"DELLA AND THE DEALER" (YB 82) 

AND HIS LATEST SINGLE 
* "EVANGELINA'V'HOTEL RITZ" ■4 (YB 92) 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

PYTHON LEE JACKSON FEATURING 

ROD STEWART EP 
"IN A BROKEN DREAM ™ (YBEP 89) 
c/w "THE BLUES" & "CLOUD NINE" (previously unreleased 

tracks) also Limited Edition 12" single "IN A BROKEN DREAM" 
(YB 1289) c/w "THE BLUES". 

DISTRIBUTION: POLYGRAM 
01-590 6044 
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Capitol Records welcome 

/ 

■ 

back to the UK 
and the release of his new album 
Uomethiri Uoutlbu Baby I Like featuring the 
chart bound single with Rita Coolidge* 
Bomethiri Rout^ibu Baby I Like cLiee 
* RitaCoolidgeappearscourtesyofA&MRecords.Inc. 


